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1> Which footballer did not appear in "THE LONGEST YARD"? 
 

2> In MAJOR LEAGUE after stealing a base, Willie Mayes Hays takes his gloves 
and ... 

 
3> Which famed pigskin announcers trademark line is "WHOA NELLIE"? 

 
4> Who holds the record for the most consecutive NBA broadcasts? 

 
5> About which announcer did Sports Illustrated say, "HE IS TO TENNIS WHAT 

PASTA IS TO ITALY"  
 

6> Which NHL announcer goes by the nickname "GRAPES"?  
 

7> Which horseracing announcer's signature call is "AND DOWN THE STRETCH 
THEY COME" ? 

 
8> Which host called NFL quarterback Jim Everett "Chris Evert" to his face? 

 
9> Which N.Y. Giants announcer called baseball's famous "Shot heard around the 

world" ? 
 

10> Who called George Forrman's legendary knockout of Joe Frazier in 1973? 
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Answers:  

 

1> Timmy Brown - This movie was a 1974 Burt Reynolds classic.  
2> Nails them on a wall - He bought one hundred pairs of batting gloves with the 

hope of retiring each set after a stolen base.  
3> Keith Jackson - Along with college football, Jackson's announcing has covered 

sports from Nascar to the Olympic Games.  
4> Chick Hearn - Chuck Hearn died in 2002 but from opening day in 1965 to 

December 2001 Hearn never missed a beat calling an incredable 3,338 
consecutive Los Angeles Lakers contests.  

5> Bud Collins - His first match was called in 1963. He was enshrined in the 
International Tennis hall of fame in 1994.  

6> Don "GRAPES" Cherry - Don Cherry is a highly popular, former coach of the 
Boston Bruins.  

7> Dave Johnson - For years, anyone who tuned in to a major thoroughbred race 
on ABC or ESPN woul hear the voice of announcer ave Johnson.  

8> Jim Rome - Rome repeatedly used the name until Everret flipped over a table 
and knocked the host on his rear.  

9> Russ Hodges - He dramatically painted the vocal picture of Bobby Thomson's 
game winning run.  

10> Howard Cosell - The most memorable boxing of all time "Down Goes Frazier" 
will live in infamy.  
 

 

 
 


